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In an Archaelogical Museum, in Bursa in Turkey, there were 3 friends called Mike, Rayan and Pauline who
worked there. This museum exhibited archaeological artfacts found there and around the city.
One day, They decided to go on holiday in Palermo, in Italy.
In this city they visited the "Palazzo Normanno", that was built in 1130 and it's the oldest royal residence in
Europe. It's one of the most visited monuments of the island. In this building, they found a strange item: a
parchment paper with many hieroglyphics. Rayan and Mike could decipher the text on the parchment, which
showed them a message: '' the secret code is in the mines in Wieliczka ''.
In Wieliczka, in Cracow, there was a mine that was used for the extraction of salt from the 13th century to
1996.
Mike wasn't interested in that message and he decided to return to Bursa.
Pauline was a brave girl and she flew to Cracow in order to find the mine. Unfortunately, she had two
problems to find them: some thieves and gunfires.
She arrived to the mine and she found two thieves who threatened her with gunshots and kidnapped her.
Mike was scared because he hadn't had news from Pauline, and decided to leave to look for her.
Once they arrived, Mike didn't have any information about her and decided to look for her in the mines.
During his desperate research he found the secret place in which he two thieves were hiding Pauline, but he
was discovered and was led to the thieves' den. Finally, the two hostages managed to escape through a
sewer but were discovered and were locked up in the prison of the mine. During those awful days another
prisoner was caught: he was the most famous Italian hieroglyphic researcher. He managed to rob the code
before he was caught, and he studied it all day long in prison in order to decipher it. The code was a
message of peace: "We will never reveal how our treasures are hidden, because wealth means death."
Finally the thieves were caught by the Polish Police that was looking for them and released the three
researchers who became famous for their discovery. Pauline decided to give a lecture in some States to
promulgate the message of peace on the parchment: the population who wrote that message had already
understood that the people of the future can kill for richness.

